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To Return Today
Vaudeville will live again today when some of the most
famous music of the 20th century is reviewed at the student
body talent assembly. Performances will range from songs to
bird calls, all highlighting the various talents possessed by
Hamiltonians.
Many students tried out at the auditions, which were held
two
weeks ago. Co-secretaries of assemblies Barbara Pinkus
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and Jerry Krieger were then faced with the task of selcting
the performers for the assembly. "We chose a vaudevile
theme because in this way we
can have more students entertain and we are less restricted
By Richard Balpem
as to the entertainment," explained the secretaries. They
~
Long live the queen! At time
have tried to assemble a group
We have received several love of publication it is not yet
representative of talented Hamletters from the members of our known who the Homecoming
iltonians and wish to thank
student body asking why we Queen will be, but today at the
those who auditioned.
have answered many of our annual alumni luncheon she
Opening the assembly, a modmore uncomplimentary letters will be cho en.
ern dance group will do the
with "snide remarks about the
Mrs. Jennie Snelson, alumni
can-can. "Pennies from Heaven"
author's punctuation and gram- coordinator announced the semiwill be sung by Karen Small,
mar." Simply, we feel that if a finalists: Julie Benveniste, Shepreceding a dance by Linda Sehigh school student cannot con- lia Buchsbaum, Roxie Dibble,
llk. Others participating are
struct a simple English sentence Darlene Higginson, Sand • Jacksingers Carol Roux and Rick Dohe should be home studying son, Arline Puro, and Sharon
ran, doing "Sweet Sixteen" and
his Prentice-Hall rather than Wolfe.
''Swanee," respectively. Dancer
submitting derogatory comDuring the luncheon, the
Sherry
Gold, who has taken part
ments to the Federalist in order alumni bond will be able to blk
in many assemblies, will prance
to amuse himself and his to the contestants, observe them
to the tune of "Ain't She Sweet".
friends.
and at the end of the day, make
Chirping an imitation of vaUp and coming is the second the final decision es to who is
rious birds, Dave Wellner will
the
Queen
and
who
the
PrinBoys' League noon movie. It's a
display a talent new to Hamilton
worthwhile venture meriting the cesses. At the time o~ announceassemblies. This type of enterattendance of all Hamiltonians. ment, each princess and the Happy hitchhikers on their way home from talent assembly tainment was considered an inWe urge you to support it as Queen are p~·esented with charm rehearsal are (I tor) Doug Haydel, Melanie Logan, Tom Kun, tegral part of vaudeville in its
one of the least painful ways to bracelets.
An unofficial crowning of the Keki Davidson, Stu Loeb, Richard Halpern, and Efrem Korn- heyday.
contribute to school funds. See
(Fed Foto by Ronnie Nesbit.)
"Blackouts, an innovation in
the story on page one for de- Queen will take place tomorrow, gold.
the
school's assemblies, will be
during
period
4
on
the
aud
tails.
used to advantage," stated Jerry
Also on the Boys' League steps. But the official crowning
Krieger. "Audience participation
calendar is the night project to won't take place until the alumin singing will also add to everybe presented on April 7. The ni dance, to be held on April 7.
"Don't Go . . ·ear The Water" will be the Boys' League noon one's enjoyment."
first in this series featured an
Over 30 students will display
movie during the week of April 3 to 7. The film will last four
excellent surfing film and this Note from editor:
their talents at this assembly,
days
and
will
be
shown
during
the
fourth
and
fifth
period
semester's offering, knowing the
If your club is planning any
performing either as members
Boys' League, is bound to be special activities, or would like lunch hours. The admission price will be ten cents a day.
even better. So mark an X on a special announcement in the
The film, which is in color, stars Glenn Ford, Gia Scala, of groups or individually.
your program and make it to Federalist, please drop a note Kennyn Wynn, and Eva Gabor. The story is allout the misthe aud that Friday night. Do in the Fed mailbox outside adventures of a group of naval officers and a tropical island
yourself a favor.
during the ·ar. Ed Cohen, Boys' League president promises
room 114.
Often times, as we sit at the
a "hilariously funny escapade in the aud."
'
In honor of the 17th annual
typewriter to compose our weekCommunity Health Week, March
ly columns and stories, a fuote
19-26, the Los Angeles County
comes to mind (as one usually
Community Health Week Ordoes) which mtiSt h.a.ve occurred
ganization sponsored
health
to Ernest Hemingway, John
leadership luncheon on ComSteinbeck, and certainly to Erie
munity and School Health Day
Stanley Gardner: "It is tar betsesterday.
•
ter to be silent than merely to
Representing
Hamilton
were
Emerging
victoriously
from
increase the quantity of bad
the third annual Volleyball Mrs. Ruth Kent, B-11 Kay Herbooks."-Franco~ Marie Arouet
Tournament held ~ t E"gle Rock ingman, and Rami's foreign exde Voltaire.
H".,.h School on Marh 18 1961 change student, Gus Schut.
H milton Hi~h's seven m'embe;
girls' voile •ball team returned
home bearing blue ribbons and
a foot and half high trophy signifyi'1 supremacy over the 80
tead field.
No, girls, the Boys' League
Winning in the pre'iminary
night project isn't just for boys.
g~
mes
on
M
rch
11,
the
girls
As in the past, Hamilton's
'\':ere selected for the finals. As in the past, the Boys' League
drama department will again
There they played four rounds has presented a sports film as
compete in the state--wide
of
volleyball with San Pedro their night project. This year,
Shakespearean Festival. Mrs.
Roosevelt.
Universit,v, and Grant "Let's Go Skiing with Warren
Rodna Wisham, drama sponsor,
H"gh
Schools
and defeated all Miller" will be shown. Also, this
expects to see a number of Hamfour
teams.
They
were awarded year, the Boys' League execuUton students win top for the Smiling beside their trophy are the winners of the Third
a perpetual trophy that will be tive board extends a special inthird consecutive year. Schedulnual Volleyball Tournament. They are, top row (I to r) Irene displayed in the main building vitation to all interested girls.
ed for Saturday April 22, from
until next ye"r's game. Five of In the past, few girls have taken
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. this festi- Jackson, Lynda Wormell, Carole Sharpe, and Lillian McManus.
Bottom
row
(I
to
r)
are
Chris
Higginson,
Yolanda
the
seven players will return advantage of the opportunity to
val is anticipated to be one of
enjoy these Boys' League preMilhe, and Pat B.ernhard.
(Fed Foto by Ronnie Nesbit)
next year to defend the title.
the most successful yet.
sentations. This was merely due
M'.~s Jo1.n Shimm::tly. girls'
This year's festival is sponphysical education instructor, to the fact that girls thought
sored by the Drama Teachers'
se1ected the team members last that if it was a Boys• League
Association. Scenes from "COriFebruary from over 100 conten- activity, just boys were invited,
olanus," a tragedy; "Henry IV
ders.
Fourteen girls were picked but everyone can attend.
parts 1 and 2," a history; and
April 7 has been designated
and p''lced on two teams. Yo"Twelfth Night," a comedy will
as the day of the showing. The
land
Milhe,
senior
lettergirl,
was
be presented by the students in
captain of the team which film is in color and lasts approthree rounds. The scenes are to
brought home the victory. "It ximately two hours. Barry Hesbe judged by UCLA drama
senius, Speaker of the Boys'
W'"'S fun " she declared as her
teachers along with top HollY"Look out! You're going to hit denced confidence in this pro- blue ribbon flickered in the League Council, announced that
wood producers, directors, and that parked car!" "No No!
gram instilled by the state of breeze. "Many times we practic- the film is to be personally naractors.
Make a right!" "I said to step california, by reducing rates ed for three or four hours after rated by Keith Weggeman. Both
Awards are to be bestowed im- on the brake, not the accelera- for the trained male driver school, but it was sure worth it." Keith and Warren Miller are exmediately following the judging tor!" You're driving on the under 25 years of age.
Carole Sharpe was the only pert skiers," Barry announced,
at Royce Hall. The first and sec- wrcng side of the street again!
An average student who does other lettergirl on the team. "and their narrations are amusond place trophies in each di- Last time you alJp.ost had a not have a license or temporary Other players include Lilllan ing, witty, educational, and envision will be presented in the head-on collision w1th a parKed learner's permit at the start of McManus, Linda Wormell, Irene tertaining.''
same manner as the Academy car!"
the driver training course, some- Jackson, Pat Bernhard, and the
Scheduled to begin at 8:00 p.
Awards, except that the first
These are a few of the exn.c;- times doesn't know how to sta.rt alternate Chris Higginson.
m. and to end at 10:00 p.m., the
place winners in each category perated statements of driver a car, let alone how to drive
The tournament was divided program will take place in the
will re-enact their scenes.
training- teachers as they in- one safely.
into two parts; preliminary and Hamilton auditorium. 'I'he price
The first day in the car one final. The preliminary game was will be $1.00 at the Business OfRobert Eaton, Linda Joseph, struc Hamilton students on how
Stuart Loeb, Marlene Rasnick, to drive the "lethal weapon,'' might hear such comments from held at Fairfax, and the final fice, and $1.25 at the door.
Steve Robman, and Carol Roux commonly known as an automo- the students as: "What signal game at Eagle Rock. Hollywood
This film has played to capacshould I use?" "That car is High received consolation prize, ity crowds at the Pan Pacific,
will present monologues, and bile, correctly and safely.
Every year approximately 50% coming straight towards me?'' and Grant was runner-up.
Janet Sires, Marianne Tenensanta Monica Civic, Pasadena
haus, John Miller, Stephenie of all eligible high school stu- Why can't I stop the oar?"
"Yankees should be proud of C'lvic, and many other auditoriMoss, Joan Bradow, and Bill dents complete courses in be- "How do I turn around?" these girls and the fine job they ums.
Hargreaves will be in group hind-the-wheel driver training. "Where should I go now?"
Remember, this project is for
did in representing our school,"
The insurance industry has eviSuggestion?
says Miss Joan Shlmmaly.
girls as well as boys.
scenes.
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worldwise
Envisioning a New Frontier in
foreign aid, sociological progress,
and human understanding, the
Kennedy Administration has
unveiled and put into effect the
temporary framework for the

P

oil
Opinion
.
"What would be the outcome

~

Peace Corps. Thereby it has
captured America's ideality and
imagination as seldom before;
according to Gallup 71% of the
U.S. liked the idea and 66%
wants its sons to join.
UTILIZING YOUNG IDEALISl\I
Born as a Kennedy campaign
promise, studied by a Colorado
State U. research team, and already successfully p•tt into operation by the British, the plan
is based on the premise that
young idealism and know-how
searching for expression ihard
to find in the affluent Western
World) can do more to relieve
the misery of underdeveloped
regions of the globe than can
all the money in the U.S.
The wheels of organization
started turning three weeks ago
via a Kennedy-executive-order;
the President ordered well-to-do
friends and relatives in charge
of putting the corps on its feet,
working with no monetary compensation until Congress allocates the needed funds.
CREAM OF '!'HE CROP
The Peace Corps' calendar
calls for 1,000 ''corpsmen'' by
the end of 1961. possibly 5,000
by the end of 1962. As of now
the calling age is 21-30. The
plan's blueprints advocate only
carefully screened and instructed cream-of-the-crop young men
and women {including husband
and wife teamsJ possessing the
needed skills, talents, and linguistic abilities. However, considering that 100,000 applicants
are expected by August, it
should be quite possible to find
only the most talented, most
dedicated, and most promising
young "Corpsmen-to-be".
Initially the Peace Corps will
aid host countries in projects of
agriculture and sanitation as
well as the teaching of English.
However, long.range plans call
for technological and medical
instruction as well as much
needed medical aid and schooling in home economics, childcare, vocational skil!, and lite
racy (the world is two-fifths illiterate).
VISIOSS OF BROTHERHOOD
considering that U.S. taxpayers spend upwards of $41 billion
annually for defense it should
be worthwhile fo1· these taxpayers to pay the projected $.5 billion for pe.'l.ce. The idea of a
"king-sized foreign exchange,"
utopian foreign-aid,'' or Schweitzerian Salvation Army'' program contains the means by
which vigah-rous young people
of the earth, working togther.
could rid the world of its pov
ery hate and jealousies.
-Pete Gordon
'

of world trade and peace if Red
China were a member nation of
the United Nations, and how
would it affect you as an American citizen?'' was the question
posed to Hamilton students for
this column. Opinions follow:
Larry Moffitt, A-ll: "Although
Red China represents the majority of the Chinese people, I
believe it would be a threat t0
peace. The militaristic point ef
view of Red China does not com.
ply with the United Nations
Charter. If it were a member of
the United Nations, its vote
would favor the warlike Communist bloc.''
Bonnie Schaffer, A-10: "I
think that Red China should be
admitted to the United Nations
because all nations, whatever
their ideological belief should be
allowed a seat in the United
Nations General Assembly, If we
promote world peace, then Red
China should be part of it."
Marc l\loser, A-11: "I am for
the admission of Red China into
the United Nations. You can't
hope to reach better relationships with a country unless you
may speak with them. As of now
we still don •t recognize Red
China as possessing a legal government. As for trade, I think
that it would be a boost to
world-trade, because of the
opening of a whole new country, or field of trade."
Nancy Shanbaum, A-ll: "If
Red China were a member of
the United Nations, it would
greatly affect the economic conditions of the world. It would
also score a victory for Russia
throughout the world, for it
would show the world how
strong Russia really is and
would influence small undecided
nations to become allies of Russia instead of allies of the United Stutes."
Rick Tessel, A-11: "I feel that
Red China's entrance into the
United Nations is the only
method by which world peace
can be attained. Without this
country of 660,000 000 people how
can disarmament be discussed
or cold war tensions lessened?
People say that admitting Red
China would go against the
Cnited Nations Charter. If this
is so, the resulting change
would have to be in the Char- Dear Editor,
tel'."
I have seen some pretty bad
specimens of poor sportsmanship, but the Aurorian class ~as
really taken the grand pnze.
To whom it may concern;
They are by far the worst sports
On Pico Blvd. there are many on campus. During 4th period
shops which give away calen- lunch, while an Aleutian demondars. In the last issue of the stration of school spirit was goFed you sure needed one. To ing on, the jealous At:rorian
begin with, in the article about class tried to quell our spirit by
Melody Jones, you stated the booing and yelling instead of
play would be on Friday, April showing their own spirit (if they
2. It is possible you meant have any).
another year, because April 2 is
It really is a shame that they
not a Friday, in 1961. Secondly, are afraid of the competition
as if everyone were not already that a class half their size gives
confused enough, you goofed them.
again. In the news briefs secSincerely,
tion, you stated that our ROTC
An Aleutian
unit is showing off Wednesday
and Thursday, March 10 and 11, Dear Editor,
Last week I had the good for1961. After checking numerous
calendars, I realized that I was tune of reading the Fed. The
not nuts, but you were mistaken. new articles in the paper shone
Wishing to have the condition brightly. I also found myself encleared up shortly, I am sin- tertained with a fascinating
game which added one more
cerely.
A student of Hamilton asset guess who's in the picture.' Great Idea.
"Foxie"
Dear student,
O.K. so we goofed. ROTC will P.S. Who was?
not show off on March 10 and
11, but on April 10 and 11. We Dear "Foxie,"
It was V.F. and M. J. That's
will get a calendar if you will
learn to write intelligently.
who!
-Lit. Ed.
-Ed.
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Guess The Right Color ?
The first Boys' League Assembly took place in the darkened auditorium of Hamilton High School, last Thursday,
the ninth day of March. On stage were two eccentric looking
characters wearing white shoes-our hosts for the program.
Behind these two gentlemen, a large white movie screen
hung from the ceiling. However, a film was not the order
of the day. Instead, our students leaders introduced us to a
new game entitled, Pick the Color. The game was played in
this manner: at minute intervals, colors of red, orange, blue,
green, and white were flashed across the screen. It was our
job to pick the color that was going to be shown. In order to
alle\'iate the tremendous mental strain that developed from
this extreme concentration, music was played for us in the
background.
It seems that some people became disturbed when loud
noises were heard from the audience. They did not understand~ These groans were not because we were disappointed
in the program and restless becaue of lack of interest. It was
because those of us who were playing the game had missed
our guesses.
We offer our apology if we gave anyone cause for anger.
We will try to be better sports next time.

Much Chiefs ·· Not Enough Braves
When you see a track meet such as Hamilton's you might
wonder, as we do, why the throngs of people are milling
around aimlessly with their track official badges curling up
beneath their chins.
Up to now we have had one home meet and today's will
be the second. The first meet with Verdugo Hills was dripping
with track officials like an oversaturated sponge. Not only
do these "sosh-all'' climbers like being officials but in return
for the honor, they enjoy the idea of doing nothing except
wandering about the field in search of someone to show their
badges to.
The officials, their faces aglow, enjoy pounding in the
starting block stakes, listening to the teachers talking
to one another and having someone buy ice cream for them
as if the King commanded them. We think this official castrophe could be summed up in one sentence. Too many
chiefs and not enough Indians ...

Two Choices·· Domination or Defeat?
Since primitive man first appeared upon the face of the
earth, he has been plagued by disease. All races or early man
must have been assailed by that mysterious thing which
could not be felt, seen, or smelled, yet killed or disablE-d their
numbers as surely as did the Sabertooth or the Great Lion.
It was something they could not understand, could not fight.
Through the Middle Ages, the people were faced with great
plagues that destroyed the population of entire cities. The
Black Plague will always remind mankind of the power of
that intangible thing called disease.
Today, we have made tremendous strides towards combating disease, and have rendered ourselves completely immune
to some of the sicknesses.
And yet, our progress is worth nothing unless the people
themselves take the elementary steps towards health. Recognizing this fact our leaders have established annual Health
Week which we observe this week.
Through active concentration on such health areas man
will one day dominate that force which once so cruelly domi-

Motion Picture
Soundtracks
Not Underst od
By Larry Saltzman
One of the most unappreciated sources of good music are the
sound tracks of motion pictures.
They have a form and style of
their own, which often goes unappreciated by the critics and
is not understood by the general public.
The main purpose of the muSic should be to serve as a vehicle
for moving the story forward.
As such. the score should be an
integrated part of the film and
not a separate entity. In other
words, while the score should
be good music in its own right
its basic purpose is to give impe~
tus to the dramatic qualities of
the film.
Now that I have explained my
personal opinions on music, I am
going to discuss the v:arious film
scores that have been nominated
for Academy Awards. The music
I wish to discuss are the sound
tracks from "The Alamo," "Spar.
tacus," "Exodus," "The Apartment," and "The Magnificent
Seven."
One of the most interesting
of these was the sound track
from "The Magnificent Seven."
It was successful for the very
reasons I enumerated. The effective use of percussion and the
powerful rhythm patterns added great dramatic force to the
picture. However, there was a
tendency to repeat the theme
too much.
The most memorable tune to
come out of this year's crop was
"The Green Leaves of Summer"
from "The Alamo." However.
this does not necessarily make
it the best motion picture score,
and I felt it d1d not come up to
other film scores.
"Spartacus" had one of the
best aU-around scores of any
film made this year. The music
was tasteful, and it more than
any other score helped advance
the dramatic action of the film.
Another well done score, was
the music from "The Apartment." It had a memorable
theme and was very effective
from a d1'a.p1atic standpoint.
I know any crlticlsm of "Exodus" will not be very popular,
but I did not find the music
from "Exodus" very interesting.
I found it, as with everything
else connected with "Exodus" to
be overly emotional.

Inflation ? ? ? Ronnie A£'l·ier, A-10 was quite embarrassed
when his younger brother, paying a two cent fine, thou~htfully
questioned the librarb.n, "How
can you make a living out of
this?''
I cannot tell a lie . . Mr. Warren Steinberg, typing teacher,
was complaining about an 'inconsiderate idiot, who had been
playing Tic-tae-toe on his
blackboards. The next day the
culprit appeared and confessed
- "It was I. I've been expert.
menting something; yes, I am
the idiot." sighed Mrs. Xenia
Demaria, Hami English teacher.
Talent . . . Sandy Merlin, A-10
after filming in the "My Three
Sons" series, was contracted for
another comedy series for the
coming year.
Talent, Talent . . . . . . Helene
Eisenstein. A-10 made her sing .
ing debut last week at the West
Los Angeles Jewish Temple.
Thanks Somebody! . . . . B-10
Leonard Zimmerman was shocked to find his bicycle stolen.
Strangers when we meet
Last week two second year
Hamiltonians, Bob Rogzen and
Bob Shanman, after track practice decided to hitch-hike home.
After a few unsuccessful minutes passed, a handsome, white
haired gentleman pulled up in
a gray Cadillac convertible. He
smiled and politely refused. The
boys scowled as Jeff Chandler

Eas er Spirit Prevai s;
Hamilton High School's most
celebrated student, who has had
her face plastered on the
pages of local
~ 1 newspapers for
T • the last f e w
weeks, will be
wearing this orchid at the pinnacle of the social mountain,
•· the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in
New York, in a matter of days.
The frustrated Fed staff (there
: -nothing bad that can possibly be said about Miss Wonderful awards this week's orchid
as a token of the esteem felt
for her by all who have made
her acquaintance. As well, it is
a materialistic "bon voyage." In
our own egotistical fashion we
are sure that it will be pressed
among the pages of Miss AllAmerican's diary as a symbol of
"those wonderful, carefree days
of high school."
As an Aurorian cheerleader
and behind-the-scenes member
of the Girls' League, Miss X has
left an indelible mark on the
annals of her home away from
llome, Hamihi.
Bv the end of this semester,
e · relentless efforts of this
week's orchid winner will have
produced an unforgettable Girls'
Week, girls' fashion show, two
gu"ls' assemblies, and a half of
a joint project.
As she walks up the aisle of
Wadelich Hall for the last time,
Hamilton High will shed a tear
at the graduation of one of its
most loyal and devoted students.
"Bunny Hop" Joint Projeqt
The Paragons and Faisons,
presented their first joint project, the "Bunny Hop" last Wednesday night. Dancing, supper
and entertainment were part of
the evening activities.
Marilyn Zimmerman and Tony
Robinson, First Lady and Green
Key student sponsors, introduced the newly elected off.icers.

l<lu& Korner
By Wendy Kaplan
Sponsored by Miss Patricia
Dunn, Hamilton's business club
familiarizes students with the
current problems in business
and what qualities are expected
of them in various businesses.
The club has listened to
speakers from Insurance and
1 other businesses and last year
~ted the Prudential Life Insurance Company on a field
trip. This year's activities include sponsoring an "Adventures in Sound,'' is to be presented by the Pacific Telephone
Company.
Heading the business club
this year are president Chuck
Grossman, Aurorian, 'Vice-president Steve Olson, A-11, secretary
A-10 Barbara Kline, historian
A-ll carolyn Zimmerman, and
Jackie Jackson, B-11, treasurer.
The club meets each Friday
in room 110 at 7:30 a.m.
LATIN CLUB MESSAGE
A-10 Eddie Weiner, president
of the Latin Club, urges all students interested to come to the
meeting every Friday at 7:30 a.
m. in room 202.
Stan Marsh, A-11, while at the
Verdugo Hills-Hamilton track
meet, accidently dropped his
student body card under the
bleachers; it hasn't been found
since.

Needy Children Reioice
Each year it has been the
tradition at Hamilton to provide
a party for the underprivileged
children of the Twenty-eighth
Street School.
This festive party is one of
the few joys these children receive throughout the whole year,
and ~;:o, again this year, the
Girls' 'lnd Boys' Leagues have
been planning an "Easter Weifare Project" for these needy
children.
The party, which has been
worked on and planned for
weeks in advance by the two
leagues, is being held today at

lr***********************
Richard Handel and Jeff
Members of the Business Education Club are pictured (I to r)
Steve Olson, vice-president; Barbara Kline, secretary; Chuck
Grossman, president; Jackie Jackson, treasurer; and Carolyn
Simmerman, historian.

___
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Aspiring Journalist Visits Newspaper
Office During Girls' Day in Business
By Karen Snyder
The day began with little enough excitement. I only got
lost twice. Finally I arrive~ at Wilcox and Sunset, where the
offices of the Hollywood Citizen-News are located. After driving around the block about five times, I decided to "blow"
thirty-five cents to }ilark in a parking lot.
I followed the instructions on my little white card of introduction and began the day's marathon by climbing to the
second 'floor of the building. There I met our guide, Miss
Dorothy Merrill, secretary to the publisher. Gradually all
nineteen girls appeared, and after a short question-answer
period with Miss :i\1errill, the seven of us from Los Angeles
proper were taken into the city room to be photographed.
Later the twelve Valley girls also had their picture taken.
The seven girls representing Los· Angeles City high schools
were Donna Haber, Los Angeles High; Penny Levin, University High; Eileen Noodleman, Dorsey High; Janet Sugiyama, Marshall High; Susie Friedman, Fairfax High; Liz
Perry, Hollywood High; and the writer, Karen Snyder, Hamilton's representative.
The first office we visited was the Radio-Television office.
We talked with Zuma Palmer, Radio-T.V. Editor, and a veteran newspaperwoman of 33 years. Then we were taken on a
grand tour of the entire building. We watched the news coming in over the UPI teletype. We talked with the art editors,
the photography editors, the womens' editors, the sports'
editors, and - the copy boy.
We viewed the type-setting department in action and marvelled at the speed with which type was put into place, and
the pages set up. Then we journeyed to the room in which
the actual finished pages are printed. We watched, fascinated,
while each separate page was put into scalding hot metal and
placed in its proper position on the printing press. Then the
presses began to roll and within seconds the finished papers
were machine-stacked, and even tied into bundles by machines (automation, anyone?).
Then we were allowed to try our hand in the department
which most interested us. By some odd quirk of fate I ended
up writing headlines for a recent graduate of USC. Of course,
if there's one job I hate, it's writing headlines; however, since
this was the "real thing~' I managed to enjoy myself immensely. After that we questioned Sam Gordon, the CitizenNews' managing editor.
At twelve o'clock we were introduced to Mr. Palmer, publisher of the paper. We were then escorted to the Ivar Room
of the Hollywood Knickerbocker Hotel, where we ate lunch
and discussed current undertakings and future plans. Upon
our return to the newspaper offices, we were presented with
two editions of that day's paper, both containing the pictures
which had been taken of us earlier in the day.
It was obvious to all of us that the staff members all found
their jobs interesting and exciting. The atmosphere was not
as tense as I had expected it to be. Everyone was friendly
and willing to share knowledge and experiences with us. I
found myself more excited about a career in journalism than
I'd ever been before. For the present, however, I guess I'd
better crawl back into my own little rut.

SKIN and SCUBA
DIVINO

ORCHID WINNER

Instruction and Practice
Air and Aquipment Available
Rentals and Sales

Bobbi Ducat

Kay Murray's
Aquatic School
3000 Overland Ave.
VE 8-1354

Ma.rsh, Hamilton A-lO's, ha.ve
been chosen by CBS to represent
the Los Angeles City Schools on
their science program "Learning
'61 '' on Easter Sunday at 11 a.
m.

SADA 'S FLOWERS

,

..; ; - · _ · ·

Adjacent to MGM
VE 8-4151

Culver City

UP 0-3211
Los Angeles

the 28th Street School.
"Pin the cottontail on the
bunny," an Easter Egg Hunt,
and community singing will be
some of the games played to accompany the entertainment presented by Hamiltonians. After
refreshments, Mr. and Mrs.
Easter Bunny, Danny Lewis and
Cassie Bryer, will make their
appearance, and will then lead
the children in gay group singing.
An Easter basket will be given
to each child. Seventy high
school students will participate
in this activity.
In planning this event, Girls'
and Boys' League wishes not
only to present a joyous party
for the needy children, but aLso
to show the students of Hamilton how lucky they are, and to
remember always to share their
good fortune with those who are
n_o_t_s_o__
lu_c_k_Y_·_______________

" SEA CHIC"?
or
SEA SICK?
Why not catch a Cole? We have
the new Cole of California
collection and we prescribe one
or two of these high fashion
Swimsuits ... the famous Cole
custom-for-you look cures all
figure ailments.

The Snob
Exquisite Ladies Apparel

8706 W. PICO

OL 5-7111

BankerAmericard
Free Parking
Open Thursdays 'Til 9

Cook's 1-Hit Pitching
Stymies Demos 7-0

11te Sports Scene

Yanks Host
Revealing nothing in its ~lrst
two practice tilts, due to injury
and illness the Yankee splkesters move' into the Western
League opener tomon:ow against
the Venice Gondoliers on the
local cinderpath, somewhat as
a dark horse. With high hopes
for a fine finish this season, the
team has been stymied by the
limited participation of Yank
ace hurdler and sprint man
Floyd Hayes. Other men who
figure to hurt the squad's
chances for a top finish unless
they make quick recovery are
AI Dukar, Yank jumper, high
and low hurdler and vaulter,
Phil Rawson.
Previewing the track season,
this column predicted a possible
crown, but before we can look
forward to that possibility our
men must get past a strong Venice squad bolstered by the likes
of ace hurdler and high jumper
Roger Burnett, and AI Foster,
Terry Moore in the broadjump,
and its superb sprint team of
Rod Gray. Ric Shenberg and
Mike Soto.

Roct

"BRAINS
OVER BRA '~N "
I broke my back
to get ahead.
Football. track,
baseball, basketball. But ncbody
not ccd me. Then
one weary day I
started weanng
A-1 Rapier slacks.
Instant success.
Now I'm a confirmed 6-letter
man. RAP! ER,
of course.

By Jack
Sparked by the brilliant pitching of Bill Cook Hamilton's unde!eated Varsity baseball team
halked up 7-0 victory over the
Jefferson Democrats.
C'ook, who had a no-hitter
go'ng into the last inning, fanned 11 batters en route to a
fantastic pitching performance.
The ace Yank hurler who didn't
allow the ball out of the infield
until the bottom of the fifth,
overpowered the Democrats
from beginning to end.
Sid Thomas, Yan infielder,

Bee middle distance ace Dennis Schwartz pictured in 660 victory against Roman in a fine 1 :28.7 clocking.

Diamonders Lose.
Demos Win 2-1

Jefferson's Democrats, led by
hurlers Richard Martinez and
Clyde Calhoun, edged the Hamilton Yankees, 2-1, Thursday,
before a meager gathering at
the Hami diamond.
Veteran Rich Hcnig supplied
In the field events. the Yanks all the scoring punch for the
were surprised by Roman viC- Fedsters, walloping a four-bagtories. The shot put, considered ger in the seventh inning. The
a sure Yict0ry had Ron White blow., a line shot to left field,
been ~ble to compete without was one of five safeties rapped
injury, was won by Steve Avery by Coach Milt Katz's junior
of Los Ange es with a heave of Varsity nine.
49' 6", followed by Yanks, Ira
The Demos's plated their iniGoldberg, and White, who shov- tial ace in the first frame when
ed the iron ball an excellent Enrique Romas walked, stole
47' 6", standing.
second, went to third on catcher
Lonnie Wade, the Romans' Howie Miller's wild toss, and
City broadjumper last season, scored when the relay to the
led the L.A. sweep of the broad- plate was tardy.
jump, leaping 22' 5". The pole
Ernie Barron's wildness in the
vault also was won by the Ro- third session was responsible for
mans, with Ornstein of Hamil- the only other Jeff tally.
ton tying for second.
Barron's three passes and an
infield error brought the winRELAY TIME SPEEDY
Finishing the day by once ning run home. In all fairness,
again demonstrating their su- Ernie has been suffering from a
plemacy and depth in the leg injury of late and was not
sprints. the Romans won the at his peak.
Henig, Yankee leadoff batter
two mile relay going away, timin
the seventh, cut the 2-0 mared in 2:59.2. The speed of this
rel3y can be seen if Hamiltoni- gin in half with his clout, but
ans will remember that with the other Hami batsmen could
Robbins, Kopperman, Bloch, Po- not follow suit. The loss was the
tik and Co., the Yanks of last second in three starts for the
season never broke the 3:00.0 Hamiltonians who have a victory over Belmont to their credminute barrier.
it.

Romans Spike Yank Thinclads;
Middleton, LeFall Pace Win
F;ict~", March 17, 1961 will be
rem · ered for a long time at
Hamilton, as the day the Yankee spikesters were humbled and
beaten by a powerful Los Angeles Roman track team. Winning
every event, the Romans allowed the Yankees a meager 16
points.
KOSSACK TOP POINT MAN
The Romans, paced by the
strongest aggregation of sprinters in the City, even captured
field events in which the Yanks
had hoped to dominate. The
hurdle events were won by Clyde
Slau,ghter of Los Angeles in 15.2
and 19.8 seconds for the highs
and lows respectively ...Jerry
Kossack ~f Hamilton, the top
point winner of the day for the
Fedmen, placed second behind
Slaughter in both hurdle races.
MITDDLETON SPARKLES
In the 100 yard dash, Dwight
Middleton led the Roman sweep,
timed in 9.9 seconds, followed
by Ward, and Rich Hickman. L.
A.'s 880 yard sensation, Larry
Lefall won the event as expected
but was timed in a slow (for
DeFall) clocking.

Netmen Sol it with Tennis Foes
Hamilton's
Varsity
tennis
squad without the services of
three' top men, due to injuries,

• Pride of Yankees

4.95 to 6.95

CONTINENTAL SLACKS

At your favorite campus sllop

For the second successive
week Pride of the Yankees goes
to a Yank diamonder, Bill Cook.
In the first practice tilt against
Manual Arts, Cook hurled four
perfect innings, weakening in
the fifth, having to be replaced
by Curt Edmonds. Edmonds
went on to save the win for Cook
registering the first mark in the
win column for 1961 mound
staff.
Then last week in the third
practice encounter, Cook pitched six perfect innings, losing a
no-hit shot by a solo hit in the
bottom of the seventh to the
Jefferson Democrats.
In this secon
onquest, he
struck out 1\,m.e n the pro~ess,
yieldin
t one walk in a 7-Q
wh ·
. With but one prace game remaining until the
regular season, Cook looks to be
in fine shape for what now
seems w111 be a tight
el between the squads two mound
aces Edmonds and himself.

suffered their first defeat at the
hands o• a determined Beverly
Hills High racquet squad, 7-1.
The Bever1
'lcqueteers overpowered the
nk squad, gamCling every match but one. The
lone victory came from Harry
Farb-Paul Schwartz, as they won
their three hour, fifteen minute
doubles match, 3-6, 9-7, 12-10.
Paced by Barry Weiss and
Mike Friedman Hamilton's Varsity tennis team edged out a
rugged Jefferson High racquet
squad, 4-3.
Things started poorly for the
Yanks as Bob Owens, ace Yank
netter, lost his match 2-6, 4-6.
Weiss then evened the score
with a victory, 6-3, 6-0, only to
be followed by another Yank defeat.
After Hami's number one
doubles team, Harry Farb-Paul
Schwartz, racked up a victory,
the score was tied.
Dick Hermance and Chuck
Anderson, Yank netters, then
came through with a clutch
doubles victory to give Hami a
4-3 edge over Jefferson.

'"The Piece to ao for the Nemes You Know"
FOR YOUR ''TAPERS"

LERNER'S
For Men and Boys
Official headquarters for
"A·l Tapers"
3873 Culver Center

3804 Culver Center St.
10814 W. Pico Blvd.

Culver City
Los Angeles 64

Neworth
started the fourth inning with
a crashing double to left, and
advanced to third as the Jeff
centerfielder committed the
first of the nine Jefferson errors.
Thomas ran on the next pitch
and scored in the squeeze play
due to the effort of Cook who
managed to bunt, bringing the
run home. Gary Rodriques walked and advanced to third ~
John Stashak's single, which
scored Cook. Rodriques and
Stashak came home by way of
another Jefferson error, closing
the top of the fourth with the
Yanks leading 4-0.
Cook continued to dazzle the
Democrats in the fourth, bringing the eager Yanks up for
another round at the plate.
With Paul Bershin, and Bernie
Drapkin on by errors, Gary Rodriques and Jorn Stashak slammed back to back singles driving
home two runs.
Cook go two more strikes outs
in the Jeff half of the fifth,
giving him six in five frames.
Jefferson tried to get things
started in the sixth, when at '
another strike, Cook gave up a
walk. Bill then proceeded to concentrate on the Jeff batter, but
suddenly whirled and three to
first, picking off the Jefferson
base runner.
The bottom of the seventh
found the Democrats down by
a 7-0 margin, still looking for
their first hit. The tensions
started to show on Cook, 8,ir
thoughts of a no-hitter were in
the air. Bill, fighting hard for
every out, got the first Jeff man
on strikes.
With a two-two count, Hall of
Jefferson sent a drive to center.
Bob Suttle, Yank outfielder,
tried desperately but couldn't
reach it as Cook's no hitter wa
wiped out.
Bill then got strike out number 11 and forced the last batter to pop out, giving Hamilton
a 7-0 victory. It was Cook's second victory and Hami's third
against no defeats.

Dope Sheet
Hamilton vs. Venice
Friday, March 24, 1961
Predicted Finish and Previous Best*
Comments
100
League's best sprinter
1. Gray (V) 10.0
Can also move
2. Shenberg tVl 10.2
Easy 3rd but that's all
3. Katzer {H) 10.3
220
Holds Venice record
1. Gray (Vl 21.9
Can't touch Gray
2. Clark IV) 22,8
Must return to old form
3. Katzer (H) 22.7
440
Must run best race
1. Ortiz (H) 50.9
Can easily win
2. Shenberg (Vl 51.3
Hamilton's only workhorse
3. Boone (H) 53.4
880
Consistent so far
1. Davis (V) 2:05.5
Kick could take it
2. Pollack (Hl 2:06
No better, no worst
3. Matthes (H) 2:08.4
MILE

1. Walker (Vl 4:55
2. Wilson <Hl 5:08
3. Marder (H) 5:12

Should have no trouble
Best of the "5 minute men"
Could beat Wilson

120BH

Probably best in league
Ran best race against LA
2. Kossack (H) 15.6
Mizrahi could beat him
3. Rickabaugh (V) 16.0
180 LH
Fine hurdler
1. Burnett (V) 20.0
Most improved Hami man
2. Kossack <Hl 20.5
Could get near Kossack
3. Rickabaugh <V> 20.8
HIGH JUMP
Best in City!
1. Foster (VJ 6-5%
Must do better th ~ n last week
2. Ornstein IHJ 5-11
could beat Ornstein
3. Moss (V) 5-93,4
BROAD JUMP
Will complete triple
1. Gray IVJ 21-6
Not as good as Gray
2. Moore (V) 21-5
~ go over 21 feet
3. Marder <Hl 20-6
POLE VAULT
More consistent than Rawson
1. Vargas 12-0
Fighting injuries
2. Rawson (Hl 12-0
Quite versatile
3. Ornstein (H) 9-6
SHOT PUT
can win it standing
1. White (H) 47-6
Getting near 50 feet
2. Goldberg (H) 48-4
Good but not good enough
3. Clark <V> 48-3
RELAY
1. Hamilton 3:08.8
Will have to go 3:07
2. Venice 3:08.5
Closest race of day
Predicted Score: Venice 61, Hamilton 43
1. Burnett (V) 15.1

